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• Karl Wolfgang Deutsch: A Brief Introduction
  RICHARD NED LEBOW
  Date of publication: 27/04/2015

  This introductory essay by Ned Lebow, Chairman of the Board of Deutsch Security Square, provides a short account of Karl Deutsch’s life, including his formative years spent in the interwar Czechoslovakia, and surveys main areas of his academic interest over the course of his long and fruitful career: nationalism, cybernetics, security community.

• A Deutsch for Our Time
  ONDREJ DITRYCH
  Date of publication: 27/04/2015

  In this essay, Ondrej Ditrych, Deutsch Security Square’s Coordinator, outlines the research interests of the Centre and where it takes inspiration from the intellectual heritage of Karl Deutsch.

EXCHANGES

• The Future of European Astropolitics
  NIKOLA SCHMIDT AND BOHUMIL DOBOS
  Date of publication: 30/11/2015

  In a pioneering conversation opening a new series of Deutsch Security Square occasional exchanges on topical security issues of the day, Nikola Schmidt and Bohumil Dobos, both with the Faculty of Social Sciences, Charles University, discuss the future of European astropolitics. In the course of the conversation, Schmidt challenges Dobos’ case for desirability of ‘colonising’ the Moon to prevent access denial of space exploration by potentially hostile actors by pointing to several political, legal and technical issues that problematise this position. This leads to dialectical development of Dobos’ argument and situating it in a broader context of EU's strategy.